
 

Treat the Senses with Michelin star dining at LUNASIA Restaurant 

 

Delight the senses with the extraordinary LUNASIA restaurant, rated one Michelin star, meet our chef, take 

a cooking class or be taken on a journey with the world's finest degustation menu! 

Led by the talented, Michelin-starred chef Luca Landi, Ristorante Lunasia—a name that meant “serenity” in 

the Etruscan language—welcomes guests of Hotel Plaza e de Russie and all foodies. The interior design is 

characterized by a widespread use of Italian craftsmanship in a very classical contemporary design. Join us at 

our Chef's Table, for an artistic and sensorial gourmet experience or at the Social Table, for a dinner to share 

with friends enjoying the pleasure of conviviality. The typically Mediterranean and gourmet cuisine is based 

on seafood dishes and ingredients which are always fresh and seasonally chosen served with skill and 

imagination. The result is a blend of innovation, aesthetics and flavour, colours and fragrances, transforming 

every course into an authentic artwork. 

Chef Luca Landi Brings the Michelin Star Back to Viareggio’s Ristorante Lunasia 

After two years of renovations Lunasia reopened in June 2019 and regained its prestigious recognition with 

the appointment of Chef Luca Landi, bringing a Michelin star back to Viareggio. 

Originally from Garfagnana (Lucca), Landi’s cuisine is fresh, Italian, and highly engaging as his dishes exalt the 

fruits of the land where he was born for a truly emotional dining experience.  A student of the legendary 

Angelo Paracucchi at Locanda dell’Angelo, he has worked under such renowned chefs as Jean Michel Brawart, 

Alain Ducasse, Franck Cerruti, Italo Bassi and Riccardo Monco. He won the Gelato World Cup in 2009 and 

came to Ristorante Lunasia in 2005, where we earned the first Michelin star in 2011. Signature dishes include 

his Carbonara di mare, Marinata marina and Gelato da spiaggia. 
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